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ABSTRACT
Jessica Michele Reed
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, 2015
Dissertation Advisory Committee Chair: Kathy Hirsh-Pasek, Ph.D.
Sensitive and responsive parenting promotes adaptive outcomes for children. Within the
domain of language development, responsiveness has been examined through the effects
of temporal and semantic contingency on children’s vocabularies. The term adaptive
contingency can be used to characterize the process whereby dyads co-construct common
ground, establishing a co-dependence of both timing and meaningfulness. This
dissertation examined the role of adaptive contingency in early verb learning by
examining the learning consequences when timing is manipulated but meaning is held
constant (Study 1) and when meaningfulness is manipulated but timing is held constant
(Study 2). In a previous study, toddlers learned novel action words when teaching was
uninterrupted, but failed to do so when caregivers were interrupted while teaching by a
cell phone call from the experimenter (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, in preparation).
Study 1 explored how the timing of interruptions differentially affects word learning.
Experimenters blind to study hypotheses taught two-year old toddlers novel words, and
learning was assessed via the Intermodal Preferential Looking Paradigm (IPLP). During
the teaching period, experimenters responded to text messages, momentarily disrupting
the teaching. The timing of these interruptions occurred (1) in the middle of an utterance,
such that the label and demonstration of its action referent were decoupled, (2) before the
“label + action referent” event occurred, or (3) after (the control condition). At test, only
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children in the after condition learned the novel words. Study 2 examined whether word
learning would be disrupted when teaching interactions were interrupted by an event that
breaks the shared focus (e.g., a cell phone call) but not when the interruption shifts the
shared context (e.g., when a lighted display suddenly shines). Novel words were learned
in one of three experimental conditions (light display to shift attention, cell phone call to
break attention, no interruption control), and learning was again assessed via the IPLP.
Only toddlers in the shift condition learned the novel words. This dissertation contributes
to the growing recognition that the quality of interactions with caregivers affects
children’s language trajectories (e.g., rich and diverse vocabulary, Rowe, 2012; fluent
and connected bouts of sustained joint attention, Hirsh-Pasek et al., in press). Utilizing
ecologically valid interruptions, the two studies together illuminate how the social
context can support or hinder early verb learning.
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To Abby, who carries my heart.
To Mama, who gave me roots.
To my dad, who gave me wings.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
No man ever steps in the same river twice,
for it's not the same river and he's not the same man.
Heraclitus
No two conversations are alike. Although words may be repeated, communicative
purpose and shared assumptions are grounded in the present moment (Tomasello, 2008).
Adults draw upon the shared context – the common ground – to infer meaning and
interpret intent. “What a heartbreaker!” means one thing when spoken to someone
wearing the hometown’s team colors after a fourth-and-inches loss the night before; it
means something entirely different when whispered between pals spying on a beautiful
stranger on a train. Children, immersed in the language learning process, similarly recruit
clues from the social context to facilitate understanding. For example, while playing with
blocks, parents may ask their child, “Will you please get me that?” Drawing upon their
shared context – the joint activity of building a tower together – the child dutifully
retrieves the implicitly requested wooden block (Liebal, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2011).
How parent-child dyads offer and respond to these social clues has been a ripe area for
research (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Marno, Davelaar, & Csibra, 2014).
Understanding the social milieu has become a particularly pressing concern
within the field of language development, as research and policy shift from chronicling
disparities in quantity of language input (Hart & Risley, 1995) to examining differences
in the way social interactions unfold (Guttentag et al., 2014). Evidence suggests that
infants’ early social interactions have cascading consequences on later outcomes (Jaffe,
Beebe, Feldstein, Crown, & Jasnow, 2001). Early in development, five-month-old infants
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expect caregivers to respond contingently to their vocalizations (Goldstein, Schwade, &
Bornstein, 2009). Critically, Goldstein and colleagues found that the strength of infants’
reaction to the Still Face episode (measured by the initial burst of vocalizations in an
effort to re-engage caregivers) predicted their language scores eight months later. Social
contingency is a potent mechanism that supports language development broadly, with
evidence that infants can discriminate previously indistinguishable phonemes (Kuhl,
Tsao, & Liu, 2003), produce novel babble patterns (Goldstein & Schwade, 2008), and
comprehend new action words (Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2014) when they
participate in dynamic, reciprocal social interactions with caregivers and other responsive
adults.
With an abundance of evidence linking social contingency to language
development, the field is shifting towards unpacking the mechanisms that underlie this
link (Hirsh-Pasek et al., in press). This dissertation focuses on the process – not content –
of social interactions in order to clarify the role of both temporal and meaningful
contingency in early word learning. This aim is motivated by the gap in the literature
examining social contingency, which traditionally considers either temporal or semantic
contingency as the active ingredient. In order to test the thesis that both temporal and
meaningful contingency (which will collectively be termed adaptive contingency
throughout this dissertation) must be present, we utilize interruptions to empirically
separate these two constructs – breaking temporal contingency while keeping the
meaning constant (study 1) and breaking meaningful contingency while keeping the
timing constant (study 2) . In this way interruptions become a window that allows the
elements of adaptive contingency to be divorced from one another. When momentarily
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disrupted, do dyads “pause” the exchange, or – like a scratched DVD – does the
conversation “skip”?
Adaptive Contingency in Language Development
When children hear a novel word, they must map the label to its referent in the
world around them (i.e., the word-to-world mapping problem; Quine, 1960). Contingency
facilitates this process. For example, fledgling language-learners link novel words to the
object they are looking at when the label is spoken (Hollich, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff,
2000; Pruden, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, & Hennon, 2006). The construct of passive joint
attention (Adamson & Bakeman, 1984) reflects the maternal scaffolding inherent in these
early dyadic interactions. Words offered in response to children’s attention reflect an
early expression of prompt and meaningful input (adaptive contingency). Early word
learning takes place within these pockets of passive joint attention; empirical evidence
reveals that young children learn novel words better when caregivers follow children’s
gaze, as opposed to redirecting their attention (Dunham, Dunham, & Curwin, 1993;
Smith, Adamson, & Bakeman, 1988; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986).
Smith and her colleagues (Smith, Yu, & Pereira, 2011; Yurovsky, Smith, & Chen,
2013) investigated infants’ first-person perspective during these word learning
interactions, via head-mounted video recording technology. The data revealed that unlike
a bird’s eye view of the scene, a single object often dominates children’s visual fields. By
labeling the object in focus for the child, caregivers reduced the referential ambiguity that
is theorized to make the word-to-world mapping problem difficult.
A shift occurs when children, soon after their first birthdays, become more adept
at joint attention and recruit information from the social exchange to guide word learning
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(Baldwin, 1991; Baldwin, Markman, Bill, Desjardins, Irwin, & Tidball, 1996; Paulus &
Fikkert, 2014). For example, typically developing two-year-olds successfully integrate a
speaker’s eye gaze with labels to learn novel object words (Preissler & Carey, 2005).
When confronted with referential ambiguity, toddlers rely on the shared context in order
to make an appropriate inference (Collins, Graham, & Chambers, 2012; Nurmsoo &
Bloom, 2008). Contingency also plays a critical role in the construction of the shared
communicative space. Indeed, many experimental investigations of children’s use of
referential cues first establish a context of reciprocity, often in the form of a game (e.g.,
Yow & Markman, 2011). This so called common ground between partners is coconstructed by the implicitly bundled experience of promptly delivered, relevant content.
With an innovative use of computer technology, Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, and
Golinkoff (2014) offered additional empirical evidence to support this implicit
assumption. In this study, some children interacted with an experimenter over Skype
while other children watched a video recording of that experimenter during another
child’s Skype session (i.e., yoked control). Before being exposed to novel word training,
children first engaged in a back-and-forth exchange with the experimenter. While all
children heard the same prompts and feedback, only via Skype could that input be
temporally contingent upon the particular child. Successful word learning was only
evident when interactions were characterized by both temporal and semantic
contingency. Their finding motivates the current dissertation, kindling our pursuit to
understand the process of contingency in more depth.
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Constructing Adaptive Contingency: Promptness and Meaningfulness Work in Tandem
What does it mean to be contingent? Considerations of contingency often adopt
an “if-then” approach - if it rains, then open an umbrella; the umbrella’s appearance is
contingent upon the rain. This sequence reveals two complementary elements of
contingency that necessitate a more specific term in order to capture the complexity
inherent to this process. First, the effectiveness of the umbrella depends upon the
temporal promptness of its appearance. If every time it rains an umbrella opens five
minutes later, the contingent link between the two is preserved (i.e., one predicts the
other), although the significance of the response is diminished. Second, the umbrella
itself is a meaningful response to the rain. Any number of responses could follow after
the raindrops fall, but only a few can be considered semantically relevant. Because
developmental research suggests that (1) infants and toddlers are sensitive to violations of
both temporal promptness and meaningfulness (Dunham, Dunham, Tran, & Akhtar,
1994; Stormark & Braarud, 2004) and that (2) these two elements – when working in
tandem – have a differential effect on learning outcomes than either one in isolation
(McGillion, Herbert, Pine, Keren-Portnoy, Vihman, & Matthews, 2013), the construct of
adaptive contingency is introduced to jointly refer to two critical pieces of contingent
interactions –promptness and meaningfulness.
Timing Matters: Temporal Contingency as Promptness
Temporally contingent behaviors during word learning opportunities have been
defined in the literature as responses that occur within a 3- to 5-second window (e.g.,
Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, & Baumwell, 2001; Van Egeren, Barratt, & Roach; 2001),
although the exact window is debated (5 seconds, Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Hahn, &
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Haynes, 2008; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2001; 3 seconds, Bornstein, Cote, Haynes,
Suwalksy, & Bakeman, 2012; 1 second, Bloom, Margulis, Tinker, & Fajita, 1996;
Lohaus, Keller, Ball, Elben, & Voelker, 2001). Critically, however, the operationalization
of temporal promptness depends upon children’s developmental stage. While the
aforementioned parameters have been used in coding responsiveness (i.e., a construct
applied to the 12-24 month developmental period), synchronous interactions between
young infants and caregivers are tightly coupled, often coded at the millisecond level
(e.g., Feldman, Magori-Cohen, Galili, Singer, & Louzoun; 2011; Van Puyvelde, Loots,
Vinck, De Coster, Matthijs, Mouvet, & Pattyn, 2013). As a construct, adaptive
contingency allows for flexibility in the exact parameters of temporal contingency that is
also sensitive to children’s current developmental level.
Manipulations and observations of timing support the role of temporal promptness
in language development. For example, infants acquire novel babbling patterns only
when parental input immediately follows child-initiated babbling (Goldstein & Schwade,
2008; 2010). Specifically for word learning, Gogate and colleagues have demonstrated
caregivers rely on synchronous motion when offering novel labels for objects and actions
(Gogate, Bahrick, & Watson, 2000; Gogate, Maganti, & Bahrick, 2015). In these studies,
caregivers first learned novel words from experimenters then were charged with the task
of teaching them to their children. Observations of caregivers’ strategies revealed that
they used synchronous motion, concurrent with the labeling event, more often when
focused on target (but not non-target) props during the teaching interaction. Even among
the oldest participants in their cross-sectional design, caregivers relied most on
synchronous labeling when teaching children novel action words (i.e., verbs), even
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though this strategy did not dominate when teaching older children novel object labels
(i.e., nouns). Interestingly, however, Tomasello and Kruger (1992) found that when the
timing of action labels was experimentally manipulated to precede, co-occur, or follow
the actions, children learned best when labels preceded the action referent. A follow-up
study by Ambula, Chiat, and Pring (1997) revealed an interaction between type of target
action (i.e., movement-oriented verbs such as spinning versus results-oriented verbs such
as closing) and the most facilitative timing condition (before, during, or after). Labels that
immediately preceded actions such as spinning (movement-oriented) led to better
learning at test but children learned results-oriented verbs (e.g., shut) better when
experimenters offered the label after the action had completed. This study may reconcile
the discrepancy between what Gogate and colleagues (2000; 2015) found as the most
common strategy used by caregivers and Tomasello and Kruger’s results. Because verb
type was not the focus of Gogate and colleagues’ work, it is unclear whether caregivers
considered them to be motion- or results-oriented. Nonetheless, these two programs of
research speak directly to the essential role that timing plays in early verb learning during
dyadic face-to-face interactions. The temporal contingency between label and action links
the word to its referent, thereby facilitating learning.
Meaningfulness
Timing alone cannot sustain an interaction; two-year old children quickly become
frustrated with and eventually abandon a robot that responds promptly but with irrelevant
content (Dunham, Dunham, Tran, & Akhtar, 1991). The semantic relevance of input
during back-and-forth exchanges is critical to sustaining conversations (Dunham &
Dunham, 1996). Children’s language trajectories also depend upon the relevance of
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content shared. What is meaningful at 9 months is not an age-appropriate response to
children’s socio-communicative bids at 24 months (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, &
Baumwell, 2001). The variability in responses that parents offer to their children has
differential effects on language outcomes. Goldstein and colleagues (Goldstein &
Schwade, 2010; Goldstein, Schwade, Briesch, & Syal, 2010) investigated the different
kinds of maternal responses to children’s object-directed vocalizations. While holding a
train, a child may babble “baba”, to which the caregiver may respond either with a word
that phonologically resembles the child’s vocalization (e.g., bottle) or a word that offers a
proximal object label (e.g., train). A greater proportion of proximal object labels in
response to object-directed vocalizations at 9 months predicted a larger productive
vocabulary at 15 months, as measured by the McArthur-Bates Communicative
Development Inventory (Goldstein & Schwade, 2010). The opposite pattern emerged for
phonological resemblances. In other words, when caregivers respond to children’s
vocalizations promptly with appropriate meaningful content, language growth is
supported.
When examining the content of parents’ talk, two popular approaches prevail in
the literature. The first system consists of a binary approach, categorizing input as either
(a) directive, or (b) responsive (Hobson, Patrick, Crandell, Perez, & Lee, 2004; Landry,
Smith, Swank, & Miller-Loncar, 2000; Murray & Hornbaker, 1997). The two categories
differ in terms of who is “leading” the interaction. Utterances that depend on the child’s
focus and attention are classified as responsive, in contrast to those that redirect the
child’s interest (i.e., directive). A second way to classify parental input adopts a more
fine-grained analysis of content (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, & Baumwell, 2001). Here,
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the quality of speech can vary from vague acknowledgements to elaborative prompts that
expand upon children’s socio-communicative bids. For example, caregivers may
acknowledge (e.g., “mm-hmm, yes”) or redirect (“Time to find your shoes”). When
considered through the lens of meaningfulness, only that which follows or builds upon
the child’s current focus is meaningfully contingent upon the child.
Experimental research suggests that children learn best when object labels are
offered in response to - instead of redirecting - children’s attention, building upon
moments of joint attention (Dunham, Dunham, & Curwin, 1993; Tomasello, 1988;
Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Tomasello & Todd, 1983). Intervention research furthers this
claim (Cain, Rudd, & Saxon, 2007; Guttentag et al., 2014; Landry, Smith, & Swank,
2006; Leffel & Suskind; 2013; Rudd, Cain, & Saxon, 2008; Smith & Gibbard, 2011).
Although the way intervention techniques are implemented varies across studies, they
collectively target a similar skill set – following the child’s lead and elaborating upon the
shared focus. These programs are effective at boosting children’s language skills. For
example, Landry, Smith, and Swank (2006) found that the positive effect of their
intervention on children’s language was partially mediated by the post-intervention
increases in maternal labeling and maintaining topic behaviors. This intervention
emphasized three steps to promote joint attention – focusing on the child’s interest,
following the child’s lead, and talking to the child about this shared interest – which
underscore the role for generating meaningful responses contingent upon the child.
Mind the Gap: Bridging the Two Dimensions of Contingency
The evidence in favor of prompt timing and meaningful content speaks to the
separate effects of each on promoting language growth. Nonetheless, there remains a
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critical possibility that has not yet been extensively explored. Given the dynamic
unfolding of face-to-face interactions, meaning is often nested within a particular moment
in time. Consequently, considerations of either timing or meaning separately are
insufficient when characterizing the social contexts that best scaffold early word learning.
“I wish I had said that!” reflects the regret that is rooted in missed opportunities when we
think of the right thing to say at the wrong moment, often after the conversation has
ended. This everyday example illustrates the impotence of our words when timing and
content are disconnected. This dissertation aims to address whether word learning
depends upon the integration of these two dimensions of contingency. When temporal
promptness and meaningful content work in tandem, will word learning exceed that
which takes place when only one dimension is available to children?
A review of the literature reveals a need to experimentally investigate this thesis.
Only one study to date has examined the effects of temporal and semantic contingency
separately and in concert (McGillion, Herbert, Pine, Keren-Portnoy, Vihman, &
Matthews, 2013); observations of parents and children interacting in the home (i.e.,
unstructured free play) were coded for the presence of temporal promptness, semantic
relatedness, or both. Only the frequency of maternal responses characterized by both
temporal and semantic contingency predicted children’s language scores nine months
later. The correlational nature of this finding, however, does not allow for causal
conclusions. Similarly, children whose mothers have been diagnosed with depression
offer a natural test case. Links between maternal depression and impaired language
scores for children have been well documented in the literature (Kaplan, Danko,
Everhart, Diaz, Asherin, Vogeli, & Fekri, 2014). These caregivers exhibit markedly less
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synchrony during dyadic interactions with infants (Atzil, Hendler, & Feldman, 2014) and,
consequently, children’s language scores are delayed relative to peers (Parfitt, Pike, &
Ayers, 2014). Here, again, the data are correlational; furthermore, the more or less
contingent approach to quantifying maternal input does not directly tackle the question of
timing explicitly. When timing and meaning have been experimentally manipulated in the
laboratory, there have been no measures of word learning; instead, children’s behavioral
reactions to the experimental manipulations of timing and meaning have been the focus
(e.g., Dunham & Dunham, 1996; Miller & Gros-Louis; 2013). These findings motivate
the empirical test of timing and meaning within an experimental paradigm that directly
tests their effects on children’s word learning. This dissertation is designed to accomplish
just that.
A Dyadic Approach
Much of the research that taps into the features of adaptive contingency (i.e.,
temporal promptness and meaningful content) has been designed to answer questions
concerned with the effect of parental input on child outcomes (e.g., Rowe, 2013) or is
asking who – parent or child – is responsible for driving advances in language
development (Bloom, Margulis, Tinker, & Fujita, 1996). When considering how social
contexts facilitate language, however, a unidirectional approach is insufficient. For
example, the literature on parental responsiveness recognizes that a certain level of child
engagement is required; as in a game of tennis, if one player does not serve, then the
other player has no opportunity to volley the ball back. The dyadic perspective, however,
moves beyond this back-and-forth analogy. Instead of a tennis court, with the child on
one side of the net and the caregiver on the other, an alternative metaphor becomes
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necessary. The dyadic perspective compels us to consider the dyad in a canoe, or any
other shared vessel that requires jointly coordinated efforts to move. Just as it takes two
individuals to paddle – each individually yet with a common goal in mind – so too does a
dyad coordinate its efforts. Furthermore, the dyad’s efforts are rooted in both the shared
context and purpose.
This metaphor speaks directly to the role of common ground in social
interactions. When confronted with an ambiguous request for an object, toddlers will
selectively choose the object previously shared with the experimenter during a joint
activity (Ganea & Saylor; 2007; Grassmann, Stracke, & Tomasello, 2009; Liebal, Behne,
Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009; Saylor & Ganea, 2007; Schmerse, Lieven, & Tomasello,
2014; see also Bahtiyar & Kuntay, 2009) and children’s imitations of an experimenter’s
actions depend on their shared communicative history (Southgate, Chevallier, & Csibra,
2009). More directly related to word learning outcomes is research on children’s use of
common ground (established via joint attention) to learn novel labels for objects
(Baldwin, 1991; Striano, Chen, Cleveland, & Bradshaw, 2006; Woodward, 2004).
Constructing Common Ground
Research that examines word learning during episodes of joint attention, defined
as “coordinated social interactions” in which we monitor, share, and direct the attention
of our communicative partners (Beuker, Rommelse, Donders, & Buitelaar, 2013), further
highlights the importance of viewing the dyad as the unit of analysis. Although
operationalized as instances in which children alternate gaze between an object and their
communicative partners, Tomasello (1995) stressed that joint attention is “not just a
geometric phenomenon concerning two lines of visual activity” (p. 105). Instead, the core
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of joint attention lies in its shared intentionality, or the joint commitment to a common
goal or purpose (Tomasello & Carpenter, 2007). Through shared intentionality, common
ground is built, which refers to both the what (e.g., referential intent) and the why (e.g.,
the social intent) that grounds all social interactions (Clark, 1996; Tomasello, 2008).
Critically, these three related ideas – shared intentionality, joint attention, and common
ground – facilitate language development by narrowing the referential space in which the
language learner must navigate to successfully map a novel word to its referent in the
world.
Where Timing Meets Content: The Sweet Spot for Language Growth
Collectively, the body of work on common ground points to the essential role
that adaptive contingency plays in creating and maintaining the shared communicative
space in which language development is supported. For example, when caregivers
respond promptly with meaningful content, such as labeling an object at which the child
is looking, word learning is facilitated (e.g., Dunham, Dunham, & Curwin, 1993).
Parental talk that expands or builds upon children’s focus is often the most effective
strategy for word learning (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986). These moments capture the
mutual dependence between timing and content, situated within children’s natural
language environments. Cartmill, Armstrong, Gleitman, Goldin-Meadow, Medina, and
Trueswell (2014) offer a prime example of this dyadic use of adaptive contingency in a
construct they call “referential transparency.” Consider two learning opportunities. In
one, it is suppertime and the child is looking at the new food on her plate while the
mother points and says “yum, avocado!” In the second learning opportunity, the parentchild dyad is getting ready to run some errands and as the child is zipping her coat, the
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mother says, “Let’s get some avocados.” In both, a new word (e.g., “avocado”) is offered
but the two learning opportunities differ in the semantic meaningfulness of the input
when considering the dyad’s common ground. Referential transparency is defined as the
ease with which naïve observers can guess the target word (e.g., “avocado” in the two
examples above). Because situational cues support the presence of the word “avocado” in
the first (e.g., temporal promptness of label contingent upon child’s attention) but not
second example, that first scene has a higher referential transparency score than the other.
Using the Human Simulation Paradigm (Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999),
Cartmill and colleagues presented undergraduates with muted video clips of parent-child
interactions at 18 months (10 clips each for 50 dyads total) and added a beep to indicate
the presence of the target word. Accurate guesses reflected higher referential
transparency, and children’s language score at 54 months was predicted by parents’ use
of referential transparency. When considered through the lens of adaptive contingency,
referential transparency relies on both temporal and semantic contingency. Through these
two dimensions, the dyad constructs and sustains a common ground that facilitates the
word-to-world mapping process.
Given the nature of dynamic, real-time conversations, temporal promptness and
meaningful content often work synergistically in order to sustain and propel interactions
forward. Imagine a visit to the zoo. After watching the elephants, parents and children
move on to the lions. Conversations similarly flow; what was once relevant (e.g., “Trunks
are grey!”) becomes an intrusive afterthought if offered at the inappropriate time (e.g.,
child is looking at the lion’s mane). This dissertation advances the field by considering a
construct that jointly consists of temporal and semantic contingency that emerges during
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dyadic interactions. In order to empirically evaluate this thesis, interruptions are utilized
to tease apart the temporal and semantic contingency dimensions in an ecologically valid
way. Interruptions are unavoidable yet unpredictable; while conversations do not take
place in a vacuum, we cannot predict when our dog will bark or our phone will buzz. As
such, interruptions are an ecologically valid vehicle for manipulating disengagement
within a controlled laboratory setting.
Interrupting Dyadic Interactions
Our focus on disruptions is adapted from the literature on social development,
which has used both experimental manipulations and naturalistic observations to tap into
children’s expectations of temporal and meaningful reciprocity and the consequences
when such exchanges are perturbed. One way to experimentally disrupt an interaction is
to delay or lag the responses of the caregiver during dyadic interactions, as demonstrated
by the Double Video paradigm (Murray & Trevarthen, 1985). Here, infants and their
caregivers interact via live-feed televised recordings, which can be delayed
experimentally. When watching a live feed of their caregiver that has been lagged, infants
as young as three months are disturbed (Henning & Striano, 2011; Rochat, Neisser, &
Marian, 1998; Striano, Henning, & Stahl, 2006). For example, three- and six- month old
infants interacted with their mothers remotely through a televised video connection that
was delayed by one second (Striano, Henning, & Stahl, 2006) or three seconds (Henning
& Striano, 2011). When infants experienced a one-second delay while watching the video
of their mothers, they looked significantly less at their mother’s face than during a live
televised interaction (i.e., no delay). When experiencing a three-second delay in the
mothers’ responses, infants smiled less.
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On the more macro-level, interruptions occur when one or both partners suddenly
disengage from the joint activity. One example of this is in the Still Face paradigm
(Tronick, Als, Adamson, & Brazelton, 1978; see Adamson & Frick, 2003, for a review).
Here, instead of delays, a break in responsiveness (i.e., the Still Face phase during which
caregivers become neutral and unresponsive) suddenly changes the quality of dynamic
face-to-face interactions between caregivers and infants. At first, young children attempt
to re-engage the caregiver; when such bids fail, children “retreat” by averting their gaze
and smiling less. The Still Face procedure can be used to assess how different
experimental manipulations affect the degree to which children attempt to re-engage the
unresponsive caregiver before retreating (i.e., the extinction burst). The strength of the
extinction burst reflects children’s expectations for fluid, smooth-flowing exchanges. For
example, Bigelow and Best (2013) experimentally manipulated games of peek-a-boo
between mothers and their 5- and 6- month-old infants. Sometimes, the game unfolded
naturally and sometimes the game of peek-a-boo was disrupted (i.e., upon covering her
face, the mother simply dropped the cloth without the anticipated “boo!” and dramatic
reappearance). In other words, children, during the disrupted game of peek-a-boo, did not
have a chance to experience the climatic resolution of the shared activity. Children’s
responses on the Still Face task depended on whether or not their game of peek-a-boo had
unfolded naturally (i.e., with or without the “boo” resolution), supporting the idea that
breaks can have a profound impact on children. The interrupted game of peek-a-boo had
cascading effects on children’s expectations of social reciprocity during the Still Face,
suggesting that interruptions not only perturb the present moment but can also have
lasting consequences.
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Theoretically, Stern’s (1998) idea of vitality contours helps to explain why breaks
like those described above are so powerful. To define his construct, Stern compares
vitality contours to musical phrases – “the essential ingredient of their quality of feeling
comes from the sensations of accelerating, growing, fading, climaxing, and so forth” (p.
71). Both vitality contours and Tomasello’s idea of common ground share an expectation
that the joint goal or interaction will be allowed to reach its natural resolution. For
example, children attempt to re-engage an experimenter if she stops interacting with the
child before the activity’s goal is achieved (Hamann, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2012).
To complement the experimental work on disruptions, the developmental
trajectories of children whose caregivers are diagnosed with depression also have been
studied. Mothers with depression are more likely to display more negative or flat affect;
interactions with their infants are “uncoordinated, unresponsive, and non-contingent”
(Sohr-Preston & Scaramella, 2006, p. 72). When children are capable of symbolic play
activities, mothers with depression are less likely to join in such pursuits (for a review,
see Sohr-Preston & Scaramella, 2006). As a result, it is harder to create common ground
between child and mother because a joint goal is not established.
Consequences of disruptions
Knowing that infants and toddlers are sensitive to “hiccups” during reciprocal
interactions, research has turned toward understanding their effects on children’s
learning. For example, the literature comparing print to e-book reading reveals that ebooks’ additional “features” (e.g., sound effects, games) may actually be detrimental (de
Jong & Bus, 2002; Labbo & Kuhn, 2000; Parish-Morris, Mahajan, Hirsh-Pasek,
Golinkoff, & Collins, 2013). Distractions that are unpredictable may be particularly
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disruptive, as suggested by the burgeoning literature on “distracted driving” (e.g., Drews,
Pasupathi, & Strayer, 2008; Strayer & Drews, 2007). A downward extension of this
literature is in line with this hypothesis, in which children’s performance on cognitive
tasks is negatively affected when distractions randomly appear (Dixon & Salley, 2007;
Wyss, Kannass, & Haden, 2012).
Word Learning During Interrupted Dyadic Interactions
Interruptions may be particularly disruptive for word learning because they
violate children’s expectations of adaptive contingency. Evidence that infants expect
caregivers to respond reciprocally comes from experimental manipulations of
interpersonal timing (Stormark & Braarud, 2004; Mcquaid, Bibok, & Carpendale, 2009).
During the earliest interactions between sensitive caregivers and their infants, the
foundation for back-and-forth exchanges is laid (Beebe, Alson, Jaffe, Feldstein, &
Crown, 1988; Crown, Feldstein, Jasnow, Beebe, & Jaffe, 2002; Jaffe, Beebe, Feldstein,
Crown, & Jasnow, 2001). Borrowing from the adult psycholinguistic literature, Beebe
and her colleagues were interested in the possibility of a downward extension of vocal
congruence, the phenomenon whereby communicative partners’ modulate the length of
change-in-speaker pauses during dialogues. Evidence for infants’ sensitivity to
interpersonal timing was found as early as six weeks.
While the cognitive consequences of distractions on children’s cognitive
performance has been investigated (Dixon & Salley, 2007; Wyss et al, 2012), there is a
gap in our understanding of how disruptions during dyadic exchanges affects cognitive
outcomes, such as word learning. Together with the literatures on disruptions and
distractions, everyday observations of parents and children on trains and playgrounds
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inspired us to capitalize on the unpredictable breaks that cell phone calls create. In doing
so, we adapted the Still Face paradigm in an ecologically valid way to investigate the
consequences of breaks during word-learning interactions.
In an initial study, 38 parents participated with their two-year old children by first
learning two novel words from an experimenter (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, in
preparation). The parents then taught the novel words to their children, one at a time in a
within- subjects design. We utilized the same novel words used by Roseberry, HirshPasek, and Golinkoff (2014). One teaching period was uninterrupted. During the
uninterrupted teaching period, mothers had 60 seconds to teach her child. One teaching
period was interrupted. In the interrupted condition, a cell phone call with the
experimenter interrupted the teaching after 30 seconds. Following the 30-second phone
call during which the two adults chatted about morning coffee routines, mothers returned
to teaching the target word for 30 more seconds. We randomly assigned dyads to be
interrupted during the first or second teaching phase (Figure 1). Critically, in this withinsubjects design, parents had 60 seconds total to teach each word but only one teaching
period included an interruption.
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Figure 1. Teaching sequence in interruption-first (top) and second (bottom) conditions
Using the Intermodal Preferential Looking Paradigm (IPLP; Hirsh-Pasek &
Golinkoff, 1996a), children’s comprehension of the words was assessed. This task
presents children with two scenes side-by-side while they listen to auditory instructions.
Sesame Street characters completed different actions. One scene matched the target word
and the other scene served as the distracter.
Researchers blind to children’s conditions coded eye gaze frame-by-frame in
Supercoder 5.0 (Hollich, 2008). Looks were coded as left, right, or center and coders
established high inter- and intra-rater reliabilities. A 2 (sex: male, female) by 2
(interrupted or uninterrupted teaching) split-plot analysis of variance revealed a
significant main effect for teaching condition, F(1, 34) = 5.96, p = 0.02 (see Figure 2).
Children only preferred the matching scene at test when the teaching was uninterrupted
(M = 0.64) but performed at chance when the teaching was interrupted (M= 0.51).
Critically, there is not a significant difference in the number of times the children hear the
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interrupted (M = 22.74 times, SD = 16.39) and uninterrupted word (M = 20.24 times, SD
= 15.07), t(37) = -1.45, p = 0.155.

Figure 2. Performance on extension trials by teaching condition
The findings for this initial study on interruptions provide empirical support for
the thesis that breaks during dynamic word-learning interactions between caregivers and
children have an effect on word learning. Breaking the contingency might signal that this
conversation is not as relevant for the child and it might disrupt what Csibra and Gergely
(2009) describe as the natural pedagogy. Indeed, certain environments like televised
conversations might deny children this natural pedagogy, as Kuhl (2007) and Roseberry,
Hirsh- Pasek, and Golinkoff (2014) have found. In Roseberry et al., for example, children
learn new words from both live and Skyped video sessions but not from televised
displays where the contingent conversation was unavailable. Our original study on
interruptions established this line of work as a feasible and fruitful area for research to
test our working hypothesis that breaking adaptive contingency will result in impaired
language learning, relative to unbroken interactions. The results inspired two follow-up
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hypotheses that serve as the focus for Study 1 and 2 of this dissertation. Each of the
dissertation studies is designed to tap into a potential mechanism through which adaptive
contingency affects word learning.
Specific Aims
In these studies, we interrupt dyadic interactions to separately investigate the role
of temporal and semantic contingency. In Study 1, we manipulate the timing dimension
while holding meaning constant. By varying when an experimenter disengages from
participants in order to respond to text messages, the promptness of otherwise meaningful
content (i.e., the action demonstration) can be divorced from its label. It is hypothesized
that if interruptions nonetheless preserve the prompt delivery of meaningful content, then
children’s word learning will not be affected.
Study 2 taps into the meaningfulness dimension of adaptive contingency by
manipulating only the semantic relevance of input (timing held constant across
conditions). Some interruptions – such as a fire alarm – are shared. Other interruptions
initially affect only one individual in the dyad rather than the dyad as a unit; imagine a
cell phone vibrating in someone’s pocket, for instance, as in the original cell phone study.
If a fire alarm is ringing, for example, then hearing one’s conversational partner utter “Oh
no!” is meaningful, even if that phrase would have been out-of-place in the previous
conversation. Even though shared disruptions shift the focus, the dyad continues to share
a common focus, preserving the meaningfulness; the shift in focus corresponds with a
shift in what is considered meaningful content. If, on the other hand, one individual
receives a cell phone call and suddenly shouts, “Oh no!” then the listener is suddenly in
the dark; the speaker’s content is no longer jointly relevant. We hypothesized that
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interruptions that maintain common ground (e.g., a startling noise shifts the attention of
both partners) will not disrupt word learning like interruptions that break the common
ground (as when mothers received a cell phone call in the first study described above).
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CHAPTER 2
STUDY 1 – WHEN TIMING MATTERS: WORD LEARNING DURING
INTERRUPTED INTERACTIONS
Research suggests that adaptive contingency, which embeds temporal and
meaningful contingencies within a dyadic environment, is critical for language
development. To date, however, there have been very few investigations that
systematically examine each dimension, particularly within the context of vocabulary
acquisition. In order to empirically test our contention that meaningful content is only
effective in concert with prompt timing, this first study utilizes pauses to experimentally
manipulate the dimension of temporal contingency.
Pauses are powerful. Through our words we convey content, but the timing of
their delivery can either complement or contradict that message. Imagine, for example, a
neighbor who pauses just a moment too long before agreeing to loan her lawnmower; her
reluctance is revealed in the silence. Composers and comedians utilize pauses to surprise
their audiences; the final movement of Joseph Haydn’s Opus 33 capitalizes upon
audiences’ expectations to create a playful finale that keeps the audience guessing,
uncertain when applause is (finally!) appropriate. The purposeful pauses trick the
audience several times before they recognize “The Joke” (Swafford, 2009; Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Concluding measures of Hayden’s Opus 33
In language, too, pauses serve several critical functions. When presented with a
syntactically ambiguous sentence, for example, the way that children parse the sentence
is affected by prosodic (e.g., pause) information (Snedeker & Yuan, 2008). In this study,
children were prompted to respond to syntactically ambiguous commands, such as “feel
the frog with the feather.” Children’s interpretations of the ambiguous commands
depended on when the pause occurred in the sentence. When pauses immediately
preceded prepositional phrases (e.g., with the feather), children were more likely to select
a feather as the tool to touch a frog figurine. On the contrary, when pauses followed the
verbs (e.g., feel), children were more likely to interpret the prepositional phrase as
information concerning the noun (e.g., using a generic pointer to touch a figurine of a
feather-holding frog). Additionally, pauses allow communication partners to seamlessly
switch between speaker and listener roles (Wilson & Wilson, 2005), facilitating the flow
of conversation.
Although pauses may be advantageous at times, adaptive contingency also hinges
upon the prompt delivery of meaningful content. Pauses – by disrupting the temporal
synchrony of input – may in fact have a disruptive effect on word learning. For example,
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Gogate and colleagues (Gogate, 2010; Gogate, Bolzani, & Batancourt, 2006; Gogate &
Hollich, 2010; Gogate, Prince, & Matatyaho, 2009; Matatyaho & Gogate, 2008) have
studied the conditions under which pre-verbal infants map a novel label onto objects.
Only when labels coincided with salience cues (e.g., motion) did infants learn the
experimental pairings. Similarly, the idea of acoustic packaging (Hirsh-Pasek &
Golinkoff, 1996b; Brand & Tapscott, 2007) posits that infants, when truncating
continuous streams of action into discrete units, rely on synchronous labels to draw action
boundaries. For example, George (2014) found that – in the presence of novel labels –
children were able to successfully integrate information about the relations between
animate objects, relative to unlabeled dynamic scenes between the same two characters.
Of particular interest to this dissertation is the possibility that pauses affect word
learning by delaying the delivery of meaningful content. Experimentally induced pauses
become a vehicle to disrupt the relationship between temporal promptness and
meaningful semantic content. Are toddlers as likely to learn novel action words when a
pause in the unfolding teaching divorces the label from its action referent, compared to
pauses that either precede or follow the label + action pairing? This study exploits the
quotidian phenomenon of texting during social exchanges (Radesky et al., 2014) in order
to test the hypothesis that if adaptive contingency is disrupted momentarily, children’s
word learning will be impacted, relative to pauses that – while disrupting the flow of the
social exchange – nonetheless preserve the label + action referent pairing.
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Method
Participants
The sample consisted of 38 two-year olds (18 females, Mage = 30.96 months, SD =
3.53); sample size was determined by a power analysis using effect sizes from Roseberry,
Hirsh-Pasek, and Golinkoff (2014). All participants were full term, English monolingual
speakers; parents reported no hearing or vision concerns for their children. Families were
recruited from the suburban communities surrounding Philadelphia, PA, and Newark,
DE, (N = 23) and several local preschools partnered with us (N = 8). Additionally, data
was collected at the Children’s Museum of Manhattan (N = 7). The sample was primarily
Caucasian (Table 1). Data from an additional 16 children were excluded because of
experimenter error (N = 5), technical failure (N = 1), fussiness (N = 8), or failure to
attend to at least 50% of the video stimuli (N = 2).

Table 1. Ethnicity of Participants in Study 1
Stimuli
Experimenters trained participants on two novel action words (blick and frep).
Each action was transitive (i.e., requiring a direct object). These phonological forms have
been used in previous research (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, in preparation;
Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2014). Word learning was assessed via the
Intermodal Preferential Looking Paradigm (IPLP; Golinkoff, Ma, Song, & Hirsh-Pasek,
2013; Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1996). In IPLP, pairs of videos were presented side-by-
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side as children listened to child-directed speech through a central audio speaker. The
audio directed the child to one of the scenes over the other by asking children to find the
target action (e.g., “Find blicking”). Direction of eye gaze and proportion of time that
children attended to the matching scene during test trials served as the dependent
variable. Children once again sat on their caregivers’ laps (a booster seat was used when
the testing took place in a preschool space instead of a laboratory). The experimenter
reminded the caregivers to close their eyes while the movie played.
Video pairs. One pair of stimuli was associated with each novel word (e.g.
frepping referred to either a rocketing or stroking action; see Figure 4) and blicking
referred to either waving or spinning (see Figure 5). Meanings of the novel words were
counterbalanced across participants. For each pair, an unfamiliar adult female used a new
object to complete different actions. All actions required the actor to use both hands and
were matched on perceptual features such as speed and magnitude of motion trajectories.
These tapes filmed actions that did not have readily available labels within two-year-olds’
lexicons.

Figure 4. Video stimuli used to assess comprehension of frepping in Study 1
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Figure 5. Video stimuli used to assess comprehension of blicking in Study 1
Measures
Background Questionnaire. Parents completed a short questionnaire about their
child (see Appendix A). Questions included child’s sex, due date, birth date, and
ethnicity. Additionally, parents were asked to indicate if their child’s vision and hearing
were typical, given the nature of the testing method.
MacArthur Bates Communication Inventory. Parents also completed the
MacArthur Bates Communication Inventory Short Form – Toddler Version (Fenson,
Marchman, Thal, Dales, Bates, & Reznick, 2007). This self-report measure asks parents
to indicate which words (from the given list) they have heard their child use naturally in
their speech. Two additional lists were also provided – one for verbs and one for nouns
(see Appendix B).
Materials and Procedure
Salience
To check for a priori preferences for any of the visual scenes that will be used at
test, children first watched a short video clip. When the study took place in a laboratory
or at the Children’s Museum of Manhattan, children were seated on their caregivers’ laps,
who were instructed to close their eyes during the movie. Whenever a caregiver was not
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present (i.e., data collection took place within a preschool), children were securely
strapped into a booster seat. Pairs of video clips were presented side-by-side and played
simultaneously for 6 seconds. Audio instructions only prompted participants to “Look up
here!” Following training, one of the scenes in each pair became the target match. The
salience video provided data on children’s a priori preferences for the individual video
scenes.
Warm-up
Following the salience video, participants sat across from the experimenter at a
child-size table. The experimenter initiated a brief back-and-forth exchanged, designed to
(1) acclimate the child to the testing space and (2) familiarize the child with the
experimenter, following Roseberry et al. The warm-up consisted of a series of questions
posed by the experimenter to the child (Appendix C), and the experimenter waited for the
children to respond, prompting them if necessary, and affirmed their responses with
positive affect and verbal feedback.
Training
During the training phase, the experimenter taught two novel action words to the
children (order counterbalanced). Experimenters were unfamiliar with the purposes of the
different conditions. Six labeling utterances were offered to the child for each word. Each
utterance adhered to the following structure: “Look! I’m [blick/frep]ing the [object
name].” The experimenter then demonstrated the action referent (e.g., stroking).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: pauses before the label +
action pair, pauses in the middle of the label + action pair, or pauses after the label +
action pair.
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The experimentally induced pauses consisted of the experimenter pretending to
text on her cell phone. A pause was initiated when the experimenter picked up her cell
phone from her lap, turned away from the child, held the phone at eye level, and engaged
in finger movements to simulate texting behavior. The placement of the pause depended
on the experimental condition (Figure 6).
Before
“Look! I’m || turn + text || blicking the wooden spoon.” [action demonstration]
In Between
“Look! I’m blicking the wooden spoon.” || turn + text || [action demonstration]
After
“Look! I’m blicking the wooden spoon.” [action demonstration] || turn + text ||
Figure 6. Placement of Pauses in Each Experimental Condition
To standardize the pauses across experimenters and participants, the length of
each “turn and text” event followed a pseudo-random pattern (Table 2). The duration of
texting behavior was varied to prevent the experimental manipulation from becoming too
predictable, mirroring the real-world unpredictability of texting breaks in dyadic, face-toface interactions. The pauses were equated across verbs, however, for greater
experimental control.
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Table 2. Pause Durations during Training Phase by Verb
Test Trials
For each target verb, there were four test trials (Table 3). Each test trial lasted 6
seconds. A centering trial preceded and followed each test trial. During the centering
trials, an engaging stimulus (i.e., a laughing baby) was played centrally on the video
screen.
Extension Trials. The first two trials for each verb required children to find a new
example of the recently trained word. In training, the children watched as a particular
individual acted upon a particular object in a specific way (e.g., experimenter KM waved
a colorful wooden spoon, following a 180 degree arc path). The extension trials are
intended to see if children can extract the verb’s meaning and apply it to a completely
unfamiliar exemplar (e.g., actor JR waving a bouquet of flowers, following a 180 degree
arc path). In their exploration of novel verb learning, Imai, Li, Haryu, Okada, Hirsh-
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Pasek, Golinkoff, and Shigematsu (2008) argue, “Extension is an excellent test of
whether a child has truly learned a verb meaning because it requires flexibility and
generative use” (p. 997). Other studies refer to this process as generalization (e.g.,
Brackenbury & Fey, 2003; Ma, 2010).
Mutual Exclusivity and Recovery Trials. The third trial for each verb asked
children to find a completely unfamiliar word. While this may seem counterintuitive, this
trial taps into children’s use of the target word (i.e., blick or frep) to make an inference
about a new label (i.e., glorp or wezzle) using the mutual exclusivity principle (Markman,
Wasow, & Hansen, 2003). If children have successfully mapped and extended the
original target word to the matching scene, then – when confronted with this third trial –
children may infer that the new label refers to the nontarget scene. This process is a more
fragile process than traditional fast mapping, whereby children are asked to find a nonse
label (e.g., toma, blicket) from an array of that contains all but one familiar object (e.g.,
Deak & Toney, 2013). Because the “familiar” word in this trial is itself a newly-learned
word-action pairing, children may be more conservative in their application of the
principle of mutual exclusivity.
The fourth and final trial for each word asked children to once again find the
original target word using a video pair that is identical to that presented in test 1. We refer
to this trial as recovery, whereby children shift back to the matching scene.

Table 3. Overview of test trials
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Analyses Overview. The four trials allow two different sets of analyses, following
Roseberry and colleagues. The first approach is a traditional measure of word learning,
in which performance on the first two trials reflects children’s ability to learn and extend
a word to a new exemplar (e.g., Childers, Heard, Ring, Pai, & Sallquist, 2012). The
second approach has been referred to as the more stringent measure of word learning,
analyzing looking behavior across the three trial types of test, mutual exclusivity and
recovery (Roseberry et al.). Evidence of robust word learning is seen if a quadratic
pattern emerges, such that children preferentially attend to the matching scene when
asked to extend, shift away from the target when asked to apply the mutual exclusivity
principle, then shift back to the target on the final recovery trial. Prior research has
yielded mixed results with the more stringent analysis (Roseberry et al.; Roseberry,
Hirsh-Pasek, Parish-Morris, & Golinkoff, 2009).
Coding
Using Supercoder 5.0 (Hollich, 2008), children’s looks to the left, right, and
center were coded off-line, frame-by-frame (29.97 fps). Reliability was achieved with a
second coder, who reviewed 20% of the data ( > 95% agreement).
Results
Preliminary analyses were run to evaluate children’s a priori preferences for the
video stimuli in the salience trial. Each novel word was paired with two actions. When
asked to find frepping during the testing phase, children saw two possibilities – an
unfamiliar adult rocketing or stroking an object. The two possible action referents for
blicking were waving or spinning. Because word meaning was counterbalanced, half the
children (N = 19) were taught that blicking referred to the waving action and the other
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half (N = 19) were taught that blicking referred to the spinning action. On average,
children attended to the rocketing scene 61.45% of the time (SD = 0.18), revealing a
significant a priori preference, t(37) = -3.88, p < 0.001. There was no significant
preference for either scene (i.e., waving or spinning) paired with blick (Mwave = 0.46, SD
= 0.16), t(36) = -1.49, p = 0.15.
An average difference score was computed for each participant to reflect
movement towards the target scenes as was done in prior work (Friend & Pace, in press),
taking into account children’s looking patterns during the salience trials. During salience
trials, pairs of video clips were presented side by side. In each pair, one scene would
become the target after training. The proportion of time that children attended to that
forthcoming target at salience was calculated for each verb (i.e., frep target proportion at
salience; blick target proportion at salience). Because the first two test trials for each verb
consisted of extension trials (e.g., Find blicking!), the proportion of time that children
attended to the matching scene was averaged across the two extension trials (i.e., frep
target proportion during extension; blick target proportion during extension). For each
verb, a difference score was calculated (e.g., blick target proportion during extension –
blick target proportion at salience); the two difference scores were averaged together.
This average difference score served as the dependent variable. Positive values reflect
movement toward the target, taking into account initial preferences, whereas negative
values reflect less time attending to the target at test compared to baseline performance.
A second preliminary analysis was run to determine if gender or age affected
children’s performance on the test trials. An ANCOVA with age as the covariate and
gender as the between-subjects factor was run and revealed no significant effect of either
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variable (age: F(1, 34) = 1.07, p = 0.31; gender: F(1, 34) = 0.75, p = 0.39). Additionally,
the testing location did not affect children’s performance, F(2, 36) = 1.12, n.s.
Extension test
Did the timing of the interruption affect performance on the extension trials at
test? A one-way ANOVA with condition (before, middle, after) as the between-subjects
variable revealed a marginally significant effect, F(2, 34) = 2.70, p = 0.081, 2 = 0.137.
Only children in the after condition showed movement toward the matching scenes at
test, controlling for baseline preferences (M = 0.11, SD = 0.13), compared to children in
the before (M = -0.01, SD = 0.10) or middle (M = 0.05, SD = 0.14) conditions (Figure 7).
In order to see whether the movement towards target exceeds that which would be
expected by chance, the dependent variable was compared to chance performance (zero
movement). Only children in the after condition preferentially attended to the target
scene when controlling for initial salience preference, t(10) = 2.95, p = 0.015.

Note: Error bars represent standard errors.
Figure 7. Performance on Extension Trials by Condition
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Stringent Test
A repeated measures ANOVA with trial type as the within-subjects variable (3
levels: extension, mutual exclusivity, and recovery) revealed a marginally significant
quadratic pattern for children in the after condition, F(1, 9) = 4.01, p = 0.076 (Figure 8).
Children preferentially looked at the target scene during the extension trials (M = 0.12),
then shifted away during the mutual exclusivity trial (M = -0.05); on recovery, there was
movement once again toward the target (M = 0.051).

Difference Score

0.2

0.1

0

Extension

Mutual
Exclusivity

Recovery

-0.1

Trial Type
Note: Error bars represent standard errors.
Figure 8. Performance across the Three Trial Types for Children in the Shift Condition
Discussion
This study was designed to experimentally manipulate the timing component of
adaptive contingency by utilizing cell phone interruptions to divorce meaningful content
from its prompt delivery. In this way, although children in all three conditions
experienced a break in the dynamic flow of conversation, the placement of the
interruption differed. Would the learning outcomes be affected by this experimentally
induced break in temporal contingency?
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In line with our hypothesis, the results of this study suggest that timing may
matter. Only when the experimenter disengaged after the completed labeling event (i.e.,
offered label and demonstrated the action referent) did children’s word learning
performance trend toward significance on the extension test as well as on the more
stringent test across the three trial types (extension, mutual exclusivity, and recovery).
For these children, meaningful content (i.e., the action referent) was delivered
contingently to the labeling itself, facilitating the mapping process. Interestingly, children
in the before condition performed like children in the middle condition, showing no
evidence of learning after the teaching period. Even though they experienced
interruptions mid-sentence, the placement of the pause nonetheless preserved the labelaction demonstration pairing. However, previous research has found that children are
sensitive to experimentally induced pauses during speech (Hirsh-Pasek, Kemler Nelson,
Jusczyk, Cassidy, Druss, & Kennedy, 1987). Such mid-sentence pauses may violate
children’s expectations of prosody and syntax, akin to Stern’s (1979) idea of vitality
contours. Future studies should explore these possibilities in more depth in order to
understand their relation to adaptive contingency more broadly.
Study 1 speaks directly to the necessary role of temporal contingency during
dyadic word learning interactions. Although the exact same meaningful content was
offered to children across conditions, the data hint that word learning only occurred when
this content was contingently linked. This is the first experimental demonstration that the
timing is critical to word-meaning mapping. Although previous work has examined this
process through observational and correlational research, these dimensions have never
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been empirically teased apart with a dependent variable of whether or not children
mastered the word-learning test.
Theoretically, we have argued that adaptive contingency requires both temporal
contingency and meaningful content. Here, a disruption of the temporal component
affected learning; when input maintains both dimensions – as in the after condition –
learning occurred. It is interesting that within this context that children passed not only
the traditional test of word learning but also mastered the task at a quite stringent level,
which is a somewhat unusual accomplishment, offering compelling evidence in support
of adaptive contingency. On the other hand, breaking that temporal contingency had a
negative effect on word learning, preventing children from establishing reference, even
on the more straightforward extension test.
While this study does not fully examine all the consequences of breaking the
temporal contingency, it nonetheless offers an example of how preserving temporal
contingencies makes a difference for one part of the problem of early verb learning.
Future studies should begin to examine how this process might work for other parts of
speech and the processing and interpretation of sentences, not merely word
comprehension.
One potential weakness of this research is that while our focus was on temporal
and meaningful contingency, there is also an as-yet-unexplored emotional contingency.
Maternal warmth and dyadic intersubjectivity predict children’s socio-emotional
competencies (e.g., Laible & Song, 2006) but their role in word learning has not yet been
unpacked. How does adaptive contingency contribute to the sense of mutual affective
engagement? This is a ripe area for future research. The emotional envelope within which
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parent child dyads take place is surely important for how the dyad is regulated and how
word learning occurs. It is an understudied area within language acquisition and one that
was not the focus of attention within this study. Pausing mid-sentence may be particularly
disruptive, as it violates children’s expectations about the structure of sentence input and
fluidity, akin to Stern’s (1979) idea of vitality contours. This hypothesis may explain the
finding that interruptions that occurred prior to the label+action demonstration
nonetheless affected word learning.
Another weakness emerges when we consider that our experimental manipulation
of timing may have unavoidably affected the meaningfulness of the content. Adaptive
contingency is rooted in the intrinsic co-dependence of temporal and meaningful
contingency. Although only the temporal timing of input was explicitly manipulated, the
consequences may have bled into the complementary component of meaningfulness.
This study offered a first step in exploring the process and mechanisms of
adaptive contingency. The timing of interruptions had a differential effect on word
learning, such that children only learned the novel words when the interruption occurred
at clause boundaries. This finding aligns with the central thesis that successful word
learning relies on adaptive contingency during dyadic exchanges. While this study
focused on the interruption of timing while keeping meaning constant, the next study
focused on the disruption of meaning while keeping the timing constant.
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CHAPTER 3
STUDY TWO: BREAKING OR SHIFTING THE JOINT FOCUS
The fluid and connected speech that emerges when dyads co-construct common
ground is characterized by a temporal contingency that carries conversations forward
through time. Sensitive to the pauses that mark speaker-listener transitions, children rely
on timing cues to make sense of the unfolding interaction. As a result, conversations are
smooth flowing; breakdowns in timing are infrequent (Bedrosian, Wanska, Sykes, Smith,
& Dalton, 1988; Craig & Washington, 1986; Gallagher & Craig, 1982; Fujiki, Brinton, &
Sonnerberg, 1990; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). When common ground requires
more effort to construct and sustain – as when communicative partners cannot see one
another during a problem-solving task (Boyle, Anderson, & Newlands, 1994) –
conversations become less fluid. The lens of temporal contingency, however, offers an
incomplete analysis. Without semantic contingency, conversations go awry (Dunham,
Dunham, Tran, & Akhtar, 1991). The literature on expansions illustrates how caregivers
scaffold interactions by building upon children’s contributions, offering richer, more
complex constructions (e.g., when a caregiver translates “doggy walk” into “let’s take
Fido for a walk to the park”) and prompts to sustain a common focus (e.g., translating
“ball” into “will you roll the ball to me?”). Expansions demand caregivers’ attention not
only to their child (i.e., promptness) but also to their shared social context (i.e.,
meaningfulness). In L. Bloom’s (1970; 1993a; b) classic example, a toddler uttered the
phrase “mommy sock” in two different contexts. An appropriate expansion of “mommy
sock” following the child’s discovery of the mother’s sock in the laundry basket must be
different from the child’s plea for help with that uncooperative sock during their morning
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get-ready-for-the-day routine. Sensitive and responsive caregivers are able to tap into the
shared context, such that prompt and meaningful responses offer sophisticated and
appropriate elaborations that scaffold language growth. The research tradition in this field
has been to observe the natural variability in frequency and type of expansions used by
caregivers and to link that data to child language outcomes (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein,
& Baumwell, 2001). This study is designed to advance our understanding of the role of
semantic contingency in word learning through a random-assignment experiment that
uses interruptions to manipulate semantic contingency while keeping temporal
contingency constant.
The early social exchanges between caregivers and children are often rooted in
structured activities, such as reading, dressing, feeding, and bedtime routines. These
patterns are predictable and fluid (Bruner, 1983). From these shared experiences, children
and their caregivers construct patterns, or communicative frames, in which language is
embedded (Camaioni, Aureli, Bellagamba, & Fogel, 2003; Cameron-Faulkner & Hickey,
2011; Fogel, 2011). Inherent to this common ground are these shared expectations. These
routines scaffold language development, as children can narrow the referential
possibilities for novel words when considering what is plausible given the common
ground (Bruner, 1983). For example, Roy, Frank, and Roy (2012) found a significant
relation between children’s earliest words and the communicative contexts in which they
occur, such that “consistency of the contexts within which words appeared was almost as
strong a predictor of age of acquisition as pure frequency” (p. 939). Data for this project
came from the Human Speechome Project, gathered from daily observations within one
child’s home via 11 cameras and 14 microphones and demonstrated how the
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establishment of common ground relies on meaningful contingencies – the semantic
relationship between earlier and later language. Because parent-child dyads are coconstructing meaningful exchanges – not simply well-timed ones – temporal contingency
alone cannot account for the link between the quality of dyadic exchanges and language
growth.
Because interruptions impede word learning (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, in
preparation), a next step forward must ask if all interruptions impede learning or whether
outcomes depend on the type of interruption. There is evidence to suggest that the type of
interruption matters. Research on distracted driving (Drews, Pasupathi, & Strayer, 2008;
Strayer & Drews, 2007) has found that conversations on cell phones – but not with in-car
passengers – impede driving performance. Specifically, it is only in the passenger
condition that the dyad can jointly shift and maintain a common focus. This explanation
points toward the psychological construct of common ground within the literature on
communication and language (Clark, 1996; Tomasello, 2008).
When considering whether some meaningful interruptions may be more
disruptive than others for word learning, the potential to maintain common ground
despite a shift in focus must be considered. Let us consider the example of the sudden
ding-dong of the doorbell that interrupts a parent-child dyad while reading a book. While
both disengage from the task at hand, the dyad still stands on common ground (e.g.,
“who’s at the door?” is meaningful and relevant given the joint shift in focus). Although
momentarily diverted, the expectations of shared attention, eye gaze, and reciprocity (i.e.,
qualities intrinsic to their communicative frame) are preserved. Contrast the doorbell with
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a cell phone call, which diverts attention from the reading activity but does not provide a
viable alternative to maintain a shared focus, effectively breaking the common ground.
In our initial study on interruptions and word learning, only the parent
disengaged from the task at hand when the cell phone vibrated, which impacted
children’s performance on a later measure of word learning. What if the interruption was
shared, thereby shifting – instead of breaking – the joint focus? If adaptive contingency is
preserved through a shift in focus during an otherwise fluid and connected exchange, then
it is hypothesized that word learning will be unaffected. This study complements the
design of Study 1, varying the semantic dimension (i.e., meaningful or not) while holding
the timing constant. Its findings will illuminate whether – as in Study 1 – one dimension
of adaptive contingency will be insufficient for successful word learning, such that
learning will only occur when meaningful content works in tandem with temporal
promptness. We hypothesized that successful word learning will only be evident when
the experimentally induced interruption is shared, shifting the common ground instead of
breaking it. A shift in common ground allows the experimenter’s reactions to the
interruption to be semantically meaningful to the dyad. We test that hypothesis by
interrupting a dyadic word-learning interaction between child and experimenter in one of
two ways – either the experimenter surreptitiously activates a disco ball, shifting their
shared focus or she pretends to answer a cell phone call, pausing the dyadic interaction.
Method
Participants
Thirty-seven two-year olds participated (19 female, M = 28.8 months, SD = 3.3)
in this random assignment experiment. A power analysis using effect sizes from
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Roseberry et al. (2014) was run to determine the appropriate sample size. The sample was
drawn from the suburban communities surrounding Philadelphia, PA, and Newark, DE,
and the majority of parents self-reported their children to be Caucasian (3 identified as
African American, 4 selected two or more ethnicities1). All participants were full term
(born with 17 days of their due date), monolingual English speakers with typical hearing
and vision. An additional five children were excluded from analyses because of technical
failure (N = 1) or fussiness (N = 4).
Stimuli
Participants were trained and tested on two novel action words (blick and frep).
Each action was transitive (i.e., requiring a direct object; see Figure 3). These
phonological forms have been used in previous research (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, &
Golinkoff, in preparation; Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2014). Word learning
was assessed via the Intermodal Preferential Looking Paradigm (IPLP), as in Study 1.
Video pairs. One pair of stimuli was associated with each novel word (e.g.
blicking referred to a waving action and was paired with the “spinning” distracter scene
and frepping was always associated with patting and was paired with the “flipping”
distracter scene; see Figure 9). For each pair, an unfamiliar adult female used a new
object to complete different actions. All actions required the actor to use both hands and
were matched on perceptual features such as motion. These tapes filmed actions that did

1

Data for five families were unavailable.
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not have readily available labels within two-year-olds’ lexicons.

Figure 9. Novel words, action referents, and descriptions of test scenes for study 2
Test trials for the target word blick consisted of two options – waving or twirling (see
Figure 10). The two options during test trials for frep were patting or flipping (see Figure
11). Each video lasted for 6 seconds.

Figure 10. Paired stimuli to assess comprehension of target word “blick” in study 2

Figure 11. Paired stimuli to assess comprehension of target word “frep” in study 2
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Measures
Background Questionnaire
Parents completed a short questionnaire about their child (see Appendix A).
Questions included child’s sex, due date, birth date, and ethnicity. Additionally, parents
were asked to indicate if their child’s vision and hearing were typical, given the nature of
the testing method.
MacArthur Bates Communication Inventory
Parents also completed the MacArthur Bates Communication Inventory Short
Form – Toddler Version (Fenson, Marchman, Thal, Dales, Bates, & Reznick, 2007). This
self-report measure asks parents to indicate which words (from the given list) they have
heard their child use naturally in their speech. Two additional lists were also provided –
one for verbs and one for nouns (see Appendix B).
Procedure
In this between-subjects design, participants were randomly assigned to learn the
two novel words in one of three experimental conditions (break, shift, control).
Experimenters who were blind to the study’s hypothesis administered each session.
Salience Check
As in Study 1, each session began with a short video to assess if participants had
any a priori preferences for one of the scenes in what would become the test stimuli.
Pairs of test stimuli were presented with neutral language (e.g., “Look up here!”).
Teaching
The experimenter and child transitioned to a child-sized table to begin the
teaching session. To alleviate toddlers’ apprehension in the new setting with an
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unfamiliar adult, the experimenter engaged the child in a short back-and-forth game, in
which the child was asked to point and respond to various prompts from the experimenter
(e.g., “Where’s your nose?”).
During the teaching phase, the experimenter taught the two novel words, one at a
time (order counterbalanced). The decision to use experimenters instead of caregivers
during the teaching phrase was a departure from our previous design (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek,
& Golinkoff, in preparation) in order to reduce variability in the number of times the
target words were offered across participants as well as to increase control over the way
in which words were presented to the child. In previous work, mothers utilized a variety
of strategies (e.g., using the target word in song, in sentences, or in isolation). By
eliminating these potential confounds, causal conclusions about the effect of the
independent variable (interruptions) could make on children’s word learning.
Regardless of condition, the experimenter offered the novel word within a
traditional syntactic frame (i.e., “I’m [blicking/frepping] the [object name]”) while
demonstrating its action referent. Experimenters offered the label/action pair six times
before the interaction was experimentally interrupted. Depending on condition, the
experimenter responded to a text message (break) or a disco ball suddenly activated
(shift). Following the 30-second interruption, teaching resumed with six more labeling
utterances paired with the action referent. A second word was then taught, mirroring the
way in which the first word was taught (see Figure 12). Children in the control condition
simply moved from the first word to the second word, without any experimental
manipulation.
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shift

1st six
labeling
events

2nd six
labeling
events
break

Figure 12. Design overview for break and shift conditions in study 2
Interrupting the face-to-face interaction. Following the sixth labeling event for
each word, an interruption occurred. Children in the break condition observed the
experimenter disengage from the face-to-face exchange, pick up her cell phone from her
lap, and turn 90 degree to the side. The cell phone was held visibly in the air and the
experimenter pretended to be on the telephone, responding periodically with words such
as “wow” or “cool.” This language was chosen to match that heard in the shift condition.
During the shift condition, the experimenter surreptitiously pressed a button with
her foot underneath the table, activating the disco ball. As in the break condition, she
disengaged from the teaching and turns 90 degrees to face the disco ball. The
experimenter maintained joint attention with the child, thereby maintaining a shared
focus (albeit a different one from the teaching context).
Each interruption, regardless of condition, lasted for 30 seconds paralleling that in
Reed et al. (in preparation). The experimenter resumed teaching after she returned the
cell phone to her lap or turned off the disco ball via the hidden switch on the floor.
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Test Trials
Immediately after the teaching phase, children watched the test videos. For each
novel word, there were four 6-second test trials and the order in which the words was
tested was counterbalanced across participants. In between trials, children’s attention was
drawn back to the center of the screen by a centering stimulus (i.e., a laughing baby).
As in Study 1, the first two test trials required the children to extend the word’s
meaning to one of two possible dynamic scenes that featured a new actress with a
different object than the one used in training. The third trial offered a more stringent test
of word learning, investigating whether children would apply the mutual exclusivity
(ME) principle to draw inferences about a completely novel word (i.e.,
wezzling/glorping). If children successfully mapped the target label to its action referent,
then when confronted with a completely new word, children should shift looks away
from the initial target match. The fourth and final trial asked children to once again find
the target word from training, whereby children’s looks should shift back to the original
target.
Assessing Word Learning. As in Study 1, there are two possible ways to analyze
the data. Data from the first two trials for each verb provide evidence as to whether
children successfully extend the verb’s meaning to a different actor. A second set of
analyses offers a more stringent test of word learning, where performance across the three
trial types is examined. The mutual exclusivity (ME) trial requires children to use the
information presented during training to draw an inference about a completely new nonse
word, a more challenging cognitive task (Mather & Plunkett, 2009). A quadratic pattern
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reflects successful performance across the three trial types, in which children attend to the
target when asked to extend the target action word to a new scene, shift away from the
target on the ME trial, then once again attend to the target during recovery.
Coding
Using Supercoder 5.0 (Hollich, 2008), children’s looks to the left, right, and
center were coded frame by frame (29.97 fps) by the first author, who was blind to
condition. A second researcher coded 20 percent of the videos and high inter-rater
reliability was established (r > 0.95).
As a manipulation check, a coder blind to hypotheses coded children’s attention
to the experimenter during the interruptions. For children in the shift condition, the
number of times the children referenced the experimenter during the interruptions was
coded. For those in the break condition, children’s overall attention to the experimenter
during the cell phone conversation interruptions was rated using a dichotomous
qualitative measure of engaged or disengaged, based upon each child’s behaviors (i.e.,
“More often than not, does the child remain focused on the task at hand?”).
Results
Preliminary analyses confirmed that the three conditions were comparable in
terms of participants’ demographics. Participants in the three conditions did not differ in
age (Mcontrol = 28.73 months, Mbreak = 29.33 months, Mshift = 28.33 months), F(2, 34) =
0.27, n.s. Additionally, male and female participants were distributed evenly across
conditions, 2 (2, N = 37) = 0.05, n.s.
A second preliminary analysis was run to check for any individual (i.e., sex, age)
or experimenter effects on the dependent variable. A 2 (sex: male, female) x 4
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(experimenter) x 2 (age: older, younger; based on median split) ANOVA found no main
effect of sex, F(1, 24) = 0.58, n.s., age, F(1, 24) = 2.62, n.s., or experimenter, F(3, 24) =
0.59, n.s.
A final preliminary analysis assessed children’s a priori preference for the target
scenes, as measured during the initial salience video. During the salience video, pairs of
stimuli were presented as they would be on test trials but with no directing language. One
scene would become the eventual target in the test trials, after children were trained on
the target words. The average proportion of time that children attended to the target
scenes was compared to change (0.50). A preference for the nontarget scenes during
salience was found, t(36) = -5.08, p < 0.001 in one of the video pairs. The pair of videos
used to test each target word was thus examined individually. While children showed no
preference for either scene in the blick pair (Mblick target = 0.52), t(36) = 1.24, n.s., there
was a significant preference for the nontarget scene in the frep pair (Mfrep target = 0.30),
t(36) = -6.10, p < 0.001.
Because of children’s a priori preference for the nontarget scene at salience, a
difference score was computed (for a similar strategy, see White & Morgan, 2008) as the
dependent measure. It should be noted that finding evidence for learning becomes more
difficult when the non-target is the preferred scene. First, the proportion of time that
children attended to the target scene on trials 1 and 2 (the extension trials) was averaged
together across the two verbs, increasing the reliability of children’s responses. Then, the
proportion of time that children attended to the target scenes during salience was
subtracted:
d = x proportion attending to target at test - x proportion attending to target at salience
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This measure reflects change in participants’ looking behavior and corrects for initial
bias. By way of the difference score, the proportion of time attending to the target scene
at test can be a proxy for learning that takes into account how the children behaved before
any teaching took place. As such, positive difference scores reflect more time attending
to target at test, relative to initial bias for the nontarget at salience.
Did Children Demonstrate Comprehension of Novel Verbs at Test?
The Extension Task
It was hypothesized that children in the shift – but not break – would demonstrate
comprehension of the novel words at test. A one-way ANOVA was run with condition
(shift, break, control) as the independent variable and difference score across the first two
extension trials for both verbs revealed a significant effect of condition, F(2, 34) = 3.85, p
= 0.031 (see Figure 13). Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s HSD correction found that
children in the shift condition spent significantly more time attending to the target scenes
(taking into account initial salience preferences) than children in the break condition (p =
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0.097) or control condition (p = 0.035).

Movement toward Target at Test,
Relative to Initial Preference at Salience

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

control
-0.05

-0.1

control

shift
Experimental Condition

break

-0.15

Note: Error bars represent standard errors.
Figure 13. Movement towards target at test by experimental condition
The Stringent Test
Performance across the three trial types was analyzed for a possible quadratic
pattern for those children in the shift condition, who demonstrated novel word learning
on the extension trials. A repeated-measures ANOVA was run with trial type (extension,
mutual exclusivity, recovery) as the between-subjects factor. No evidence for the
quadratic pattern emerged, F(1, 11) = 0.034, n.s. The means revealed that children failed
to shift back to the target on the final recovery trials (controlling for initial preferences
for the target; Figure 14). Importantly, this null finding cannot be attributed to diminished
attention overall; a repeated measures ANOVA with proportion of time that children
attended overall (to either target or nontarget) as the dependent variable and trial type as
the within-subjects factor (3 levels: extension, mutual exclusivity, recovery) found no
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evidence to suggest that children’s attention waned over time, F(1, 11) = 0.11 (Mattention
during extension trials

= 84%; Mattention during ME trials = 82%; Mattention during recovery trials = 83%).

Movement Towards Target Scene
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Note: Error bars represent standard errors.
Figure 14. Performance across the three trial types for children in the Shift condition
Qualitative Evaluations of Children’s Responses to the Two Interruptions
How did children respond to the sudden activation of the disco ball?
The shift condition assumed that the sudden activation of the lighted disco ball
would be shared between children and experimenters, thereby maintaining the adaptive
contingency (meaningful and prompt responses). All but one of the participants
referenced the experimenter at least once while the disco ball was lit and spinning.2
The number of references to the experimenter across the two interruptions ranged
from 0-5. The performance across the three trial types for children who explicitly

2

Data for two children were unavailable because of the way the video camera was
positioned during the teaching interaction.
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referenced the experimenter 3 or more times was compared to the pattern of looking
across the three trials for those children who referenced the experimenter 2 or fewer
times; no trial x referencing interaction emerged, F(2, 20) = 0.18, n.s.
How did children respond to the sudden disengagement by the experimenter to answer a
cell phone call?
Qualitative dichotomous ratings of attention to the task at hand while the
experimenter was on the cell phone revealed that children overwhelmingly continued to
watch the experimenter and/or object used in action demonstration. All participants were
rated as engaged during the first cell phone interruption, and only one lost interest and
looked away during the second cell phone interruption.3 Because of the experimental
manipulation, attention to experimenter cannot be compared across conditions. Instead,
these observations confirm that the results cannot be attributed to children’s inattention or
disengagement.
Discussion
We hypothesized that if adaptive contingency is a key construct in early word
learning, then both temporal and meaningful contingency would need to be intact during
the dyadic exchange for word learning to occur. Connected exchanges unfold in a
predictable manner and depend upon meaningful content that connects not only the input
and responses between communicative partners but also whether one’s input to a
conversation is relevant to the dyad rather than to merely one individual within that dyad.
In this study, we manipulated meaningfulness by examining whether a disruption

3

Two children had no ratings of attention because the camera angle failed to capture the
teaching interaction. Two additional children had only a single rating; the interaction was
not on screen for one of the two interruptions.
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commanded attention from both members of the dyad (i.e., the shift condition in which a
disco ball suddenly turned on) or only one member of the dyad disengaged (i.e., the break
condition during which the experimenter shifted her attention every so often to respond to
text messages). The experimenter in both conditions offered the same input, but it was
only within the context of the shared interruption (i.e., the sudden activation of the disco
ball) that the content was meaningful to the dyad. Unfortunately because children in the
control condition did not learn the words, we cannot conclude anything from this study.
However, there remains reason to believe that when the meaningful component is not
shared across the dyad, word learning may be affected.
As noted above, children in the control condition did not successfully demonstrate
word learning at test. This result is completely unexpected, as similar control conditions
used in prior research have been successful (e.g., Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff,
2014). One possible explanation is that the shift in attention to the disco ball drew
children into the task at hand, stimulating interest, without relying on a shared common
ground per se. Would any interesting interruption boost learning, regardless of shared
common ground? The extant literature suggests otherwise. For example, Dixon and
Salley (2007) examined word learning when toddlers were confronted with novel and
engaging interruptions, such as a new person entering the room or the sudden activation
of an unfamiliar toy. Critically, this interruption was not shared with the experimenter,
who was teaching the child novel words. Relative to a no-interruption baseline, children
did not generalize the novel words to new exemplars when an interesting stimulus
interrupted the teaching.
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To understand the performance of children in the control condition, several
explanations are plausible. Perhaps because the teaching was passive, participants
became bored and disengaged from the task. Chi (2009) suggests that active and engaged
learning facilitates performance, so might it be possible that children in the control
condition were “looking at” the experimenter but were not actively observing and
processing? Additionally, the training was repetitive – children in the control condition
heard 12 labeling utterances in a row in order to compare across conditions. A study by
Childers and Tomasello (2002) found that two-year-olds learned novel verbs better when
given one labeling event each day over 4 days than when the training took place in one
sitting. Another possibility is that maybe the task was too “easy” for the control
participants, and they lost interest in the target scenes at test. Previous work in our lab has
sometimes examined children’s eye gaze data from the first two seconds of the test trials,
capturing children’s early responses. However, analyses using only data from the first
two seconds did not align with the “bored at test” post-hoc explanation for the control
group’s performance. Perhaps if children had been asked to produce the novel words at
test instead, which is a harder task than comprehension, children in the control condition
may have responded differently. Future work will take these concerns into account in
order to design a control condition that allows for more fruitful comparisons.
Despite the problems with the control condition, the differential learning between
children in the shift and break conditions is suggestive. When common ground is both coconstructed and maintained, word learning may be able to withstand perturbations and
nonetheless proceeds normally. When the common ground is shaken, it perhaps creates a
kind of fault line that severs the dyad and inhibits learning. These results offer one
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possible interpretation as to why children only learned when the teaching was
uninterrupted in the interruption study with caregivers (Reed, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff,
in preparation). Further, Study 2 offers an empirical test with higher internal validity than
possible in Reed et al. Whereas caregivers in the initial study by Reed et al. were
instructed to teach the novel words to their children as they would at home, the design of
this study controlled the number of times the action referent was labeled and the syntactic
frame in which the novel word was presented, which were two sources of variability in
the initial cell phone study. In the study presented here, the experimental control allowed
for the independent variable of meaningfulness to be isolated, allowing for possible
causal conclusions pointing to the role that semantic relatedness plays when considering
the interaction styles that boost language growth.
Why should a break in the common ground derail word learning? Numerous
studies point to the role of joint attention and joint intention in establishing world-toworld mappings (Tomasello & Todd, 1983). Importantly this study extends prior research
by suggesting that joint attention is not a mere moment in time but captures an unfolding
of shared moments across time. Findings from Hirsh-Pasek et al. (in press) and Adamson,
Bakeman, Deckner, & Nelson (2012; 2014) suggest that fluid and connected speech is a
kind of social lubricant that fosters strong language learning. Here we put the construct of
fluency and connectedness under a microscope to better understand its role in adaptive
contingency. Notably, children in this study only learned in traditional but not stringent
measure. This lack of successful performance during the stringent test may reflect the
greater attentional and memory demands that the interruptions (whether disco ball or cell
phone) introduced into the word learning task at hand.
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As in Study 1, the meaningful and temporal flow of the exchanges did not exist
within a vacuum but instead within a particular child-experimenter context. Again, the
results motivate future investigations of the emotional context within which language is
learned. Given that interactions characterized by adaptive contingency are affectively
engaging for young children, the conditions may have also varied in the degree of
emotional engagement. The literature on playful learning suggests that under-represented
construct of joy and its relation to various learning outcomes deserves greater
recognition. Additionally, the experimental aim of this study was to vary whether or not
the experimentally-induced interruption preserved the semantic contingency between
communicative partners. In the shift condition, the experimenter’s utterances of “wow”
and “cool” were meaningful within the dyad; those same words, when spoken during the
cell phone interruption (break condition), were not. Despite the experimental rigor to
control all variables except this factor, the hypothesized co-dependence of temporal and
semantic contingency needs to be considered. The break in meaningfulness may have
implications for how children perceive the temporal dimension of the exchange; future
research is merited.
When coupled with the results of study 1, this finding suggests that both temporal
continuity and meaningfulness may be key features that work in tandem in the adaptive
contingency that breeds strong language learning.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL DISCUSSION
How do caregivers help children learn which words map onto particular referents?
This has been the subject of countless studies within the fields of psychology, linguistics,
and even philosophy. Though it seems an obviously simple task to map word to world,
these researchers have exposed the natural complexity inherent in the task itself. Clear
across this literature is the role of sensitivity and responsiveness in the interactions
between children and caregivers that yield optimal language outcomes. Less clear,
however, is how one moves from the abundance of observational studies that link certain
styles to positive child outcomes to pinpointing the causal mechanism(s) that underpin
this observed relation. This dissertation examined one key construct – adaptive
contingency – that facilitates language development, here defined as word learning.
We hypothesized that successful word learning is grounded in dyadic interactions
that are characterized by temporal contingency and meaningful exchanges; within this
dyadic exchange, caregivers and children co-construct what Clark (1996) and Tomasello
(2003) call common ground. While a considerable amount of research has asked
independently about the role of timing or semantic fluency, no research has examined the
inter-dependence of these two elements within the larger context of language acquisition.
By testing whether successful word learning depends on the seamless integration of both
temporal and meaningful contingency, we offer new evidence that adaptive contingency
is not only a sufficient condition for word learning but also a necessary one.
Thus, we separately manipulated the temporal features of the dyadic exchange
while holding meaningfulness constant (Study 1) as well as the meaningfulness of the
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dyadic exchange (Study 2) utilizing an ecologically valid temporal interruption – cell
phones. Each experiment illustrated that the preservation of only one feature (i.e.,
temporal or meaningful contingency) is not sufficient for successful word learning. The
results of Study 1 revealed suggestive evidence through both traditional and more
stringent measures of word learning. When experimenters disengaged momentarily to
text, pauses in the speech that children heard either took place before, during, or after the
label + action demonstration pairing. Children only demonstrated successful word
learning when the temporal promptness of the input was preserved, as in the after
condition. Stopping mid-sentence effectively perturbed the temporal promptness of the
input; in these two condition (before and middle), children did not learn the novel words.
Although only in the middle condition was the label temporally disconnected from its
action referent, the pause in the before condition was nonetheless as disruptive to word
learning. This finding reflects children’s sensitivity to even small pauses during common
communicative frames, such as the “Look, I’m [verb]ing the [noun]” as used in the
current study.
Study 2 demonstrated – quite similarly – that positive language outcomes were
evident only when both elements of adaptive contingency were maintained. By
manipulating whether an interruption jointly shifted the dyad’s focus or negated their
common focus, the element of meaningfulness was empirically tested. Critically, word
learning was only evident when the interruption preserved both the temporal and
meaningful contingency between the dyad across time, even when the momentary focus
was not explicitly word learning (i.e., instead the dyad jointly observed the sudden
activation of a lighted, spinning disco ball). In both studies, children successfully
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navigated the word-to-world mapping process when temporal and meaningful
contingency work in tandem.
Why is adaptive contingency such a powerful mechanism that supports early
word learning? One possible explanation is that temporal and meaningful contingency
generates a predictability to the exchange that facilitates language development. For
example, Benitez and Smith (2012) found that consistent object locations facilitated
children’s acquisition of novel object names. They argued that spatial constancy
generated a predictability in the environment that guided infants’ attention to the word
learning task at hand. A similar argument can be found in research examining the role of
rhyme in story books that facilitate language development (Read, Macauley, & Furay,
2014). Here, rhymes are posited to facilitate word learning by allowing children to make
predictions about novel words. Likewise, there is a wealth of evidence connected
effective word learning with the syntactic frames in which novel target words are
embedded. The “name game” that Brown (1958) first described is played as child and
caregiver engage in back-and-forth conversations with the following structure:
Child: What’s that? [points]
Caregiver: That’s a [object label.]
The role of predictability can be found even among the most basic of tasks that scaffold
word learning – that of segmenting the speech stream into discrete word units. Bortfeld,
Morgan, Golinkoff, and Rathbun (2005) found that young infants use their names as
anchors to guide segmentation. These examples, when considered as a whole,
demonstrate how predictability – temporally and meaningfully – in the language
environment helps children bootstrap into more complex word learning.
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A second possible explanation for the critical role that adaptive contingency plays
in word learning comes from the literature on speaker reliability and trustworthiness
(Sobel & Macris, 2013; Brooker & Poulin-Doubis, 2013; Scofield & Behrend, 2008;
Jaswal & Neely, 2006; Ganea, Koenig, & Millett, 2011; Koenig & Woodward, 2010). In
these studies, children must decide how to proceed when given new information from an
individual who has previously established himself or herself as unreliable (e.g., first
labeling an apple as a ball). Across studies, children will not map novel labels onto their
referents when taught by an unreliable source. These findings speak to children’s reliance
on Grice’s (1975) maxim of quality (i.e., that one will be truthful) and relation (i.e., that
one’s contribution to the conversation will be relevant to the topic at hand). The studies
presented in this dissertation speak to the Gricean maxim of manner, in which
interruptions preclude the experimenter from behaving in an orderly way. Indeed,
children develop quite robust expectations that interactions with caregivers and
supportive adults are characterized by reciprocity (Jaffe et al., 2001; Goldstein, Schwade,
& Bornstein, 2008).
Breaking the adaptive contingency may effectively violate the expectation that
supportive adults will engage in orderly exchanges. While most research on speaker
reliability and trustworthiness has examined the consequences of inaccurate information,
the studies presented in this dissertation suggest an alternative path – breaking the
temporal and meaningful flow of conversation. As a result, adaptive contingency may
propel language development by signaling to children that their input is reliable and
trustworthy. Indeed, this is the premise advocated by Gergely and Csibra, who contend
that children recruit a number of cues from caregivers – such as eye gaze and
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contingency – to know when caregivers are trying to teach something relevant to the
child. They describe this process as natural pedagogy. In sum, children’s sensitivity to
speaker reliability and trustworthiness may make them particularly attuned to violations
of adaptive contingency, which in turn hinders word learning during dyadic exchanges.
While Tomasello spoke of common ground as in and of itself a key construct that
is responsible for language, it may well be a foundation that harbors predictable and
reliable communication exchanges. Thus, what we tried to establish is that temporal and
meaningful contingencies are critical as dyads attempt to co-construct a common ground.
In turn, common ground may scaffold language development by offering children
predictable and reliable input.
Interestingly, in both studies we found no evidence to suggest that when
confronted with breaks in either temporal promptness or meaningfulness, the intact
element compensated for the other. This finding offers compelling evidence for the thesis
of this dissertation, that it is the integration of temporal and meaningful promptness
working in tandem that fosters language growth through the joint establishment of
common ground by the dyad. In the recent work of Hirsh-Pasek and colleagues, the core
construct of fluency and connectedness was measured and linked to later language
outcomes, to determine whether it may be at least partially responsible for variability in
language skills one year later. As a dyadic construct, fluency and connectedness took into
consideration both the child and caregiver, and this measure was pitted against the
unidirectional measures of sensitivity and responsiveness (i.e., only the caregivers’
behaviors were quantified). The results suggest that the dyadic measure was not simply
reducible into sensitivity and responsiveness. In light of this dissertation, fluency and
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connectedness may be considered a particular operationalization of adaptive contingency.
It accounted for a significant 13.6 percent of variability in language outcomes, even when
measures of sensitivity and responsiveness were controlled for in the hierarchical models.
The nature of fluency and connectedness speaks to the dyad as the unit of analysis. Such
findings also point the way to important avenues for intervention that open up yet another
opportunity for future research.
As with any research, this is only the first step. The social context in which
children learn new words is immensely complex. While in this dissertation the features of
timing and meaningfulness were isolated and manipulated, there are corollary constructs
that are associated with the experimental manipulations. For example, in both Studies 1
and 2, the break in adaptive contingency (whether temporal or meaningful) was
accompanied by a physical turning away of the experimenter, offering a powerful visual
cue to the child that the dyadic exchange is – minimally – paused. Smith and colleagues
(e.g., Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2008) have begun to examine the bodily coordination
between child and caregiver and the consequences of such coupling (or not) on language
learning outcomes. Furthermore, they offer evidence that children utilize bodily cues
(such as hand-object coordination) to construct joint attention without eye gaze (Yu &
Smith, 2013). This program of research suggests a possible avenue for future research.
A second yet-to-be-explored area for future research is the affective changes that
correlate with breaking the adaptive contingency between dyads. In the Still Face
procedure that is common in the social development literature, for example, the break in
temporal responsiveness co-occurs with affective disengagement. Infants find such
interactions to be quite disturbing (Adamson & Frick, 2003). Thinking through the
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consequences of the Still Face procedure and why it is so disruptive for the dyad will
open up new vistas in the field of language development that are yet unexplored. Finally,
though we attempted to isolate only temporal or meaningful exchanges, these two
components of adaptive contingency might themselves be so intertwined that disrupting
one disrupts the other, as in the psychological equivalent of a Heisenberg Principle.
Even now, however, the two studies presented in this dissertation allow us to
better understand the mechanisms that link common ground to language development.
Importantly the two complementary studies suggest that both temporal and meaningful
exchanges are critical on the path from common ground to language development. In
other words, they are codependent. Further, this construct of adaptive contingency has
lived under multiple names throughout the child’s social and communicative history.
Taken in the aggregate, there are many reasons why we need to link what looks
like disparate aspects of dyadic exchanges (e.g., attunement, synchrony, responsiveness,
joint attention) under the common header of adaptive contingency. Although a recent
review by Tamis-LeMonda, Kuchirko, and Song (2014) begins to synthesize the research
on responsiveness and language development for infants 12-24 months, there is still
much to be considered. In many ways, by identifying a common thread across studies, a
cohesive pattern emerges when considering research that spans a wide developmental
window (e.g., birth to three years). Adaptive contingency is defined across developmental
time in its various forms of synchrony, responsiveness, and joint attention, and although
each construct in itself contributes uniquely to our understanding of parent-child
interactions at a particular moment, the heterotypic continuity of adaptive contingency
reveals an overarching pattern, whereby caregivers and children co-construct a common
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ground through temporal and meaningful contingency. This project begins to unite these
disparate developmental constructs under a common umbrella.
In the last three decades, researchers have firmly established that parental
responsiveness is critical for fostering children’s language development (for a review, see
Snow, 2014). When operationalizing social responsiveness, the field has traditionally
examined either the timing of parental responses or the content of caregivers’ speech.
However, conversations unfold in the present moment and are rooted in the common
ground shared between communicative partners; as such, temporal and semantic
contingency may be co-dependent. To reflect this synergistic possibility, we have
introduced the construct of adaptive contingency, in which timing and meaningfulness
work in tandem. This dissertation moves the literature forward by empirically testing this
hypothesis via two complementary studies. In both experiments, interruptions
momentarily disrupted dyadic word learning interactions; these experimentally induced
pauses allowed for precise manipulation of the social context. In each, one dimension
was manipulated while holding the other constant. In both studies, children learned the
novel words only when the interruptions preserved the link between the timing and
meaningfulness of the experimenter’s input to the child. Consequently, these findings
may inform interventions designed to boost children’s language growth, revealing a
potent mechanism (i.e., adaptive contingency) to translate into strategies for caregivers.
Indeed, this dissertation speaks to the power of our actions. When we are disrupted
during dyadic exchanges, interruptions have the potential to speak louder than our words,
breaking the common ground.
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APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
PARENT INFORMATION
Name: __________________________________
E-mail: ___________________________
**Optional: we will never send you spam, only more information about the study and updates
about findings**
CHILD INFORMATION
Child’s Name: _______________________________
Child Gender: Male / Female
Child’s due date: ___________

Child’s DOB: __________

Child’s ethnic background (please circle all that apply):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American (not of Hispanic Origin)
Hispanic or Latino
White or Caucasian (not of Hispanic origin)
Other, please specify: __________________

Has your child had any significant health problems, including hearing or vision impairment? If
so, please
describe_______________________________________________________________________
Is your child exposed to any other language besides English? If so, what language(s)?
______________________________________________________________________________
For languages other than English, what percentage of the time is your child exposed to
this language (e.g., 20%)? ______________
In what context is your child exposed to this language? (Home, school, etc.)
____________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKLIST – VERBS AND PREPOSITIONS
Verbs
bite
build
catch
climb
cry
drink
dump
find
get
have
hit
jump
lick
love
pick
pull
ride
see
sing
slide
stand
swim
taste
tickle
walk
wish

blow
bump
chase
close
cut
drive
eat
finish
give
hear
hold
kick
like
make
play
push
rip
shake
sit
smile
stay
swing
tear
touch
wash
work

break
buy
clap
cook
dance
drop
fall
fit
go
help
hug
kiss
listen
open
pour
put
run
share
skate
spill
stop
bring
carry
clean
cover
draw

Prepositions
about
away
by
inside/in
off
over
up
above
back
down
into

on
there
with
around
behind
for
next to
on top of
to
at
beside

here
out
out
under
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dry
take
think
wait
watch
write
feed
fix
hate
hide
hurry
knock
look
paint
pretend
read
say
show
sleep
splash
sweep
talk
throw
wake
wipe

APPENDIX C
WARM-UP ACTIVITY
1. Where is your nose?
2. Where is my nose?
3. How about your ears?
4. Where is your shirt?
5. What color is your shirt?
6. Where is the door in this room?
7. Can you raise your hands way up in the sky?
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